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Abstract—Large language models (LLMs) are seen to have tremendous potential in advancing medical diagnosis recently. However, it
is important to note that most current LLMs are limited to text interaction alone. Meanwhile, the development of multimodal large
language models for medical diagnosis is still in its early stages, particularly considering the prevalence of image-based data in the
field of medical diagnosis, among which dermatological diagnosis is a very important task as skin and subcutaneous diseases rank
high among the leading contributors to the global burden of nonfatal diseases. Inspired by current state-of-the-art multimodal large
language models, we present SkinGPT-4, which is the world’s first interactive dermatology diagnostic system based on multimodal
large language models. To implement SkinGPT-4, we have designed a new framework that aligned a pre-trained vision transformer
with a large language model named Falcon-40B-Instruct, which is based on Falcon. To train SkinGPT-4, we have collected an extensive
collection of skin disease images (comprising 52,929 publicly available and proprietary images) along with clinical concepts and
doctors’ notes and designed a two-step training strategy. To demonstrate the robustness of SkinGPT-4, we have conducted quantitative
evaluations on 150 real-life cases, which were independently reviewed by certified dermatologists. With SkinGPT-4, users could upload
their own skin photos for diagnosis, and the system could autonomously evaluate the images, identifies the characteristics and
categories of the skin conditions, performs in-depth analysis, and provides interactive treatment recommendations. Meanwhile,
SkinGPT-4’s local deployment capability and commitment to user privacy also render it an appealing choice for patients. Though
SkinGPT-4 is not a substitute for doctors, it could enhance users’ comprehension of their medical conditions, facilitate improve
communication between patients and doctors, expedite the diagnostic process for dermatologists, facilitate triage, and potentially
promote human-centred care and healthcare equity in underdeveloped areas. In summary, SkinGPT-4 represents a significant leap
forward in the field of dermatology diagnosis in the era of large language models and a valuable exploration of multimodal large
language models in medical diagnosis.

Index Terms—Dermatology, Deep learning, Large language model

✦

1 INTRODUCTION1

Skin and subcutaneous diseases rank as the fourth major2

cause of nonfatal disease burden worldwide, affecting a3

considerable proportion of individuals, with a prevalence4

ranging from 30% to 70% across all ages and regions [1].5

However, dermatologists are consistently in short supply,6

particularly in rural areas, and consultation costs are on7
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the rise [2], [3], [4]. As a result, the responsibility of di- 8

agnosis often falls on non-specialists such as primary care 9

physicians, nurse practitioners, and physician assistants, 10

which may have limited knowledge and training [5] and 11

low accuracy on diagnosis [6], [7]. The use of store-and- 12

forward teledermatology has become dramatically popular 13

in order to expand the range of services available to medical 14

professionals [8], which involves transmitting digital images 15

of the affected skin area (usually taken using a digital 16

camera or smartphone) [9] and other relevant medical in- 17

formation from users to dermatologists. Then, the derma- 18

tologist reviews the case remotely and advises on diagnosis, 19

workup, treatment, and follow-up recommendations [10], 20

[11]. Nonetheless, the field of dermatology diagnosis faces 21

three significant hurdles [12]. Firstly, there is a shortage 22

of dermatologists accessible to diagnose patients, partic- 23

ularly in rural regions. Secondly, accurately interpreting 24

skin disease images poses a considerable challenge. Lastly, 25
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generating patient-friendly diagnostic reports is usually a26

time-consuming and labor-intensive task for dermatologists27

[4], [13].28

Advancements in technology have led to the develop-29

ment of various tools and techniques to aid dermatolo-30

gists in their diagnosis [13], [14], [15]. For example, the31

development of artificial intelligence tools to aid in the32

diagnosis of skin disorders from images has been made33

possible by recent advancements in deep learning [16], [17],34

such as skin cancer classification [18], [19], [20], [21], [22],35

[23], [24], [25], [26], [27], dermatopathology [28], [29], [30],36

predicting novel risk factors or epidemiology [31], [32],37

identifying onychomycosis [33], quantifying alopecia areata38

[34], classify skin lesions from mpox virus infection [35], and39

so on [4]. Among these, most studies have predominantly40

concentrated on identifying skin lesions through dermo-41

scopic images [36], [37], [38]. However, dermatoscopy is42

often not readily available outside of dermatology clinics.43

Some studies have explored the use of clinical photographs44

of skin cancer [18], onychomycosis [33], and skin lesions on45

educational websites [39]. Nevertheless, those methods are46

tailored for particular diagnostic objectives as classification47

tasks and their approach still requires further analysis by48

dermatologists to issue reports and make clinical decisions.49

Those methods are unable to automatically generate de-50

tailed reports in natural language and allow interactive51

dialogues with patients. At present, there are no such di-52

agnostic systems available for users to self-diagnose skin53

conditions by submitting images that can automatically and54

interactively analyze and generate easy-to-understand text55

reports.56

Over the past few months, the field of large language57

models (LLMs) has seen significant advancements [40], [41],58

offering remarkable language comprehension abilities and59

the potential to perform complex linguistic tasks. One of60

the most anticipated models is GPT-4 [42], which is a large-61

scale multimodal model that has demonstrated exceptional62

capabilities, such as generating accurate and detailed im-63

age descriptions, providing explanations for atypical visual64

occurrences, constructing websites based on handwritten65

textual descriptions, and even acting as family doctors [43].66

Despite these remarkable advancements, some features of67

GPT-4 are still not accessible to the public and are closed-68

source. Users need to pay and use some features through69

API. As an accessible alternative, ChatGPT, which is also de-70

veloped by OpenAI, has demonstrated the potential to assist71

in disease diagnosis through conversation with patients [44],72

[45], [46], [46], [47], [48], [49]. By leveraging its advanced73

natural language processing capabilities, ChatGPT could in-74

terpret symptoms and medical history provided by patients75

and make suggestions for potential diagnoses or referrals76

to appropriate dermatological specialists [50]. However, it 77

is important to note that most LLMs are limited to text 78

interaction alone currently. Nevertheless, the development 79

of multimodal large language models for medical diagnosis 80

is still in its early stages [51], particularly considering the 81

prevalence of image-based data in the field of medical 82

diagnosis, among which, dermatological diagnosis is a very 83

important task but lacks relevant research on enhanced 84

diagnosis with multimodal large language models. 85

The idea of providing skin images directly for auto- 86

matic dermatological diagnosis and generating text reports 87

is exciting because it could greatly help solve the three 88

aforementioned challenges in the field of dermatology di- 89

agnosis. However, there exists no method to accomplish 90

this at present. But in related areas, ChatCAD [52] is one 91

of the most advanced approaches that designed various 92

networks to take X-rays, CT scans, and MRIs images to 93

generate diverse outputs, which are then transformed into 94

text descriptions. These descriptions are combined as inputs 95

to ChatGPT to generate a condensed report and offer inter- 96

active explanations and medical recommendations based on 97

the given image. However, their proposed vision-text mod- 98

els were limited to certain tasks. Meanwhile, for ChatCAD, 99

users need to use ChatGPT’s API to upload text descrip- 100

tions, which could raise data privacy issues [41], [53], [54] 101

as both medical images and text descriptions contain a lot of 102

patients’ private information [55], [56], [57], [58]. To address 103

those issues, MiniGPT-4 [59] is the first open-source method 104

that allows users to deploy locally to interface images with 105

state-of-the-art LLMs and interact using natural language 106

without the need to fine-tune both pre-trained large mod- 107

els but only a small alignment layer. MiniGPT-4 aims to 108

combine the power of a large language model with visual 109

information obtained from a pre-trained vision encoder. To 110

achieve this, the model uses Vicuna [60] as its language 111

decoder, which is built on top of LLaMA [61] and is capable 112

of performing complex linguistic tasks. To process visual 113

information, the same visual encoder used in BLIP-2 [62] is 114

employed, which consists of a ViT [63] backbone combined 115

with a pre-trained Q-Former. Both the language and vision 116

models are open-source. To bridge the gap between the 117

visual encoder and the language model, MiniGPT-4 utilizes 118

a linear projection layer. However, MiniGPT-4 is trained on 119

the combined dataset of Conceptual Caption [64], SBU [65], 120

and LAION [66], which are irrelevant to medical images, 121

especially dermatological images. Therefore, it is still chal- 122

lenging to directly apply MiniGPT-4 to specific domains 123

such as formal dermatology diagnosis. Meanwhile, due to 124

the limitations of Vicuna, MiniGPT-4 could not support 125

commercial use, which could also be further improved by 126

incorporating other state-of-the-art large language models. 127
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This could be a skin disease image of 
actinic keratosis.

With actinic keratosis, there is a 
central plaque or nodule that 
eventually ulcerates and becomes 
hemorrhagic. The margin is often 
indistinct and there may be satellite 
papules or pustules. The lesions can 
be itchy and can lead to scarring and 
pigmentation. The disease can also 
affect the skin on the ears, nose, 
and fingers.
Actinic keratosis, also known as 
squamous cell carcinoma, is a type 
of skin cancer that arises from the 
squamous cells in the skin. It typically 
affects people with fair skin, older age, 
and a history of sun exposure. The 
cancer often begins as a small, scaly 
bump or wart-like growth that slowly 
increases in size and becomes rough 
and crusted. The cancer can spread 
to other parts of the body, including 
the lymph nodes, lung, and liver.

What is wrong with my skin?

Please tell us more about this skin 
disease, what are the causes?

Falcon-40B
Instruct

Fig. 1. Illustration of SkinGPT-4. SkinGPT-4 is the world’s first interactive dermatology diagnostic system based on multimodal large language
models. To implement SkinGPT-4, we have designed a new framework that aligned a pre-trained vision transformer with a large language model
named Falcon-40B-Instruct. SkinGPT-4 was trained on a vast collection (52,929) of both public and in-house skin disease images, accompanied by
clinical concepts and doctors’ notes. With SkinGPT-4, users could upload their own skin photos for diagnosis, and SkinGPT-4 could autonomously
determine the characteristics and categories of skin conditions, perform analysis, provide treatment recommendations, and allow interactive
diagnosis. On the right is an example of interactive diagnosis.

Inspired by current state-of-the-art multimodal large lan-128

guage models, we present SkinGPT-4, which is the world’s129

first interactive dermatology diagnostic system based on130

multimodal large language models. (Figure 1). SkinGPT-4131

brings innovation on two fronts. Firstly, SkinGPT-4 is the132

first multimodal large language model aligned with the133

Falcon-40B-Instruct. Secondly, SkinGPT-4 is the first multi-134

modal large language model applied to dermatologic diag-135

nosis. To implement SkinGPT-4, we have designed a new136

framework that aligned a pre-trained vision transformer137

with a pre-trained large language model named Falcon-40B-138

Instruct, which is based on Falcon [67]. To train SkinGPT-4,139

we have collected an extensive collection of skin disease140

images (comprising 52,929 publicly available and propri-141

etary images) along with clinical concepts and doctors’142

notes. We designed a two-step training process to develop143

SkinGPT-4 as shown in Figure 2. In the initial step, SkinGPT-144

4 aligns visual and textual clinical concepts, enabling it to145

recognize medical features within skin disease images and146

express those medical features with natural language. In the147

subsequent step, SkinGPT-4 learns to accurately diagnoses148

the specific types of skin diseases. This comprehensive 149

training methodology ensures the system’s proficiency in 150

analyzing and classifying various skin conditions. With 151

SkinGPT-4, users have the ability to upload their own skin 152

photos for diagnosis. The system autonomously evaluates 153

the images, identifies the characteristics and categories of 154

the skin conditions, performs in-depth analysis, and pro- 155

vides interactive treatment recommendations (Figure 3). 156

Meanwhile, SkinGPT-4’s local deployment capability and 157

commitment to user privacy also render it an appealing 158

choice for patients in search of a dependable and precise 159

diagnosis of their skin ailments. To demonstrate the robust- 160

ness of SkinGPT-4, we conducted quantitative evaluations 161

on 150 real-life cases, which were independently reviewed 162

by certified dermatologists (Figure 4 and Supplementary 163

information). The results showed that SkinGPT-4 consis- 164

tently provided accurate diagnoses of skin diseases. Though 165

SkinGPT-4 is not a substitute for doctors, it greatly enhances 166

users’ understanding of their medical conditions, facilitates 167

improved communication between patients and doctors, ex- 168

pedites the diagnostic process for dermatologists, facilitates 169
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Nodule, Erosion, Friable
Vesicle, Bulla, Crust, Erosion, 

Exudate, Yellow, Erythema

Plaque, Crust, Fissure,
Warty/Papillomatous, ErythemaPlaque, Atrophy, Purple Plaque, Excoriation,

Scale, Erythema
Papule, Dome-shaped,

Erythema

Plaque, Crust, Erosion,
Dome-shaped, Erythema

Papule, Plaque, Dome-shaped,
Brown(Hyperpigmentation)

Step 1 Dataset

Pairs of
Image - Medical Concept

(3886 Cases)

Training of SkinGPT-4

Step 2 Dataset

Pairs of 
Image - Type of Skin Disease

(49,043 Cases)

Atopic Dermatitis Basal Cell Carcinoma Eczema Psoriasis
Clinical

Evaluation
of SkinGPT-4

Evaluation by
Certified Dermatologists

150 Real-life Cases

Acne Actinic Keratosis Psoriasis Basal Cell Carcinoma

Fine-tuning

Fig. 2. Illustration of our datasets for two-step training of SkinGPT-4. The notes below each image indicate clinical concepts and types of skin
diseases. In addition, we have detailed descriptions from the certified dermatologists for images in the step 2 dataset. To avoid causing discomfort,
we used a translucent grey box to obscure the displayed skin disease images.

triage, and has the potential to advance human-centred170

care and healthcare equity, particularly in underdeveloped171

regions [68]. In summary, SkinGPT-4 represents a significant172

leap forward in the field of dermatology diagnosis in the173

era of large language models and a valuable exploration of174

multimodal large language models in medical diagnosis.175

2 RESULTS176

2.1 The Overall Design of SkinGPT-4177

SkinGPT-4 is an interactive system designed to provide a178

natural language-based diagnosis of skin disease images as179

shown in Figure 1. The process commences when the user180

uploads a skin image, which undergoes encoding by the181

Vision Transformer (ViT) and Q-Former models to compre-182

hend its contents. The ViT model partitions the image into183

smaller patches and extracts vital features like edges, tex-184

tures, and shapes. After that, the Q-Former model generates185

an embedding of the image based on the features identified 186

by the ViT model, which is done by using a transformer- 187

based architecture that allows the model to consider the 188

context of the image. The alignment layer facilitates the 189

synchronization of visual information and natural language, 190

and the large language model named Falcon-40B-Instruct 191

generates the text-based diagnosis. SkinGPT-4 was trained 192

using large skin disease images along with clinical concepts 193

and doctors’ notes to allow for interactive dermatological 194

diagnosis. The system could provide an interactive and 195

user-friendly way to help users self-diagnose skin diseases. 196

2.2 Interactive, Informative and Understandable Der- 197

matology Diagnosis of SkinGPT-4 198

SkinGPT-4 brings forth a multitude of advantages for 199

both patients and dermatologists. One notable benefit 200

lies in its utilization of comprehensive and trustworthy 201
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What is wrong with my skin?

This is a skin disease image with 
following clinical concepts: Plaque, 
Crust, Erythema, Umbilicated

This skin disease is caused by a viral 
infection, specifically the Human 
Papillomavirus (HPV). The virus 
causes abnormal growths on the skin,
 known as papillomas or warts. The 
plaque-like growth on the nose, as 
well as the umbilicated, erythematous 
nodule on the temple, are both 
characteristics of a cutaneous wart 
virus infection. The patient’s history 
of having similar warts on different 
parts of the body in the past further 
supports this diagnosis. The virus 
infects the skin through broken skin 
or mucous membranes, and thrives 
in warm, moist environments. The 
warts can be removed by various 
methods such as surgery, 
cryotherapy, or topical treatments, 
but the virus can still persist in the 
skin and reappear in the future. 
Regular skin exams and monitoring 
can help detect early signs of the 
disease and prevent complications.

SkinGPT-4 (step 1 only) MiniGPT-4

What is wrong with my skin?

The image shows a close-up view of 
the neck of an older woman with 
several small, red bumps on her skin. 
These bumps are likely caused by acne, 
which can be treated with 
over-the-counter creams or prescription 
medications.

What is wrong with my skin?

This is a skin disease image with 
following clinical concepts: Plaque, 
Scale, Erythema

This is a photo of a skin disease with 
white bumps on the skin, with 
yellow-white scales on top and 
redness surrounding it. This is a case 
of Psoriasis, an autoimmune skin 
condition characterized by red, itchy, 
and scaly patches on the skin. This 
patient has a plaque psoriasis, which
 is the most common type of psoriasis 
and is characterized by red, raised, 
and scaly patches on the skin. The 
white bumps on the skin are called 
Koebner’s phenomenon, which is a 
common symptom of psoriasis that 
occurs when the skin is injured, 
causing the skin cells to grow faster 
and cause the white bumps. The 
yellow-white scales are made of dead 
skin cells that accumulate on the 
surface of the skin. The redness is 
due to the inflammation caused by 
the immune system’s response to 
the skin cells growing at an 
accelerated rate.

What is wrong with my skin?

The picture looks like a finger with 
cracks or skin flakes on it.

MiniGPT-4

Dermatologists

What is wrong with my skin?

What is wrong with my skin?

Do you have it on both palms, 

Dermatologists

The exact cause of acne is not known, 
but it is thought to be related to 
hormonal changes, excessive oil
 production, and bacteria that live on
 the skin. Acne can be treated with 
over-the-counter creams or 
prescription medications, such as 
topical antibiotics, retinoids, and 
benzoyl peroxide. These treatments 
can help to reduce inflammation, 
prevent new blemishes from forming, 
and improve the appearance of 
existing blemishes.

This can be caused by a variety of 
factors, including dry weather and 
excessive hand washing.

To treat dry, cracked skin on your 
fingers, you can try the following:

1. Keep your hands moisturized 
by applying a water-based cream 
or lotion to your fingers several 
times a day, especially after washing 
your hands.
2. Use a non-medicated moisturizing
 ointment or petroleum jelly to seal in 
moisture and soothe the dry, cracked 
skin.
3. Avoid using harsh soaps
4. Trim your nails regularly to avoid 
snagging on clothing or other 
surfaces

It’s also important to note that 
self-diagnosis is not recommended, 
it’s always better to consult a doctor 
for an accurate diagnosis and 
treatment. 

Did you scratch it with your hand? 
Are there any other places?

Yes

It is highly probable that you have 
solar keratosis. It is recommended 
that you visit a hospital for a proper 
diagnosis. In most cases, laser 
treatment can effectively treat the 
condition. It is important to practice 
sun protection and avoid scratching 
the affected area.

Early treatment of actinic keratoses 
can lead to complete clearance or 
elimination of the condition. However,
 if left untreated, some spots may 
progress into squamous cell 
carcinoma. Nevertheless, if the 
cancer is detected and treated 
promptly, it is usually not 
life-threatening.

Please tell us more about this skin 
disease, what are the causes?

Yes

It is advisable to consider the 
possibility of an infection, such as 
rectal dermatitis, and use topical 
mupirocin ointment. However, it is 
recommended to visit a hospital for 
a more accurate diagnosis. Skin
diseases require a comprehensive 
evaluation of the patient's medical 
history and symptoms, as purely 
local symptoms may not provide 
sufficient information for a diagnosis. 
It is essential to avoid scratching the
 affected area to prevent further 
damage and promote healing. 
Additionally, it is crucial to avoid 
prolonged exposure to water and 
contact with detergents, 
disinfectants, and other substances 
that may exacerbate the condition.

This could be a skin disease image of 
actinic keratosis.

SkinGPT-4

What is wrong with my skin?

This could be a skin disease image 
of eczema fingertips.

SkinGPT-4

This image appears to depict eczema, 
which is a chronic inflammatory skin 
condition characterized by dry, itchy, 
and flaky skin. The lesions often affect 
the skin creases, such as the plaque 
and scale on the fingers, and can be 
triggered by environmental factors, 
allergies, or stress. Eczema is 
commonly treated with topical 
corticosteroids, emollients, and 
avoidance of irritants.
Eczema is a chronic inflammatory skin 
condition caused by a combination of 
genetic, environmental, 
and immunological factors. It is 
characterized by dry, itchy, and flaky 
that often affects the skin creases, 
such as the fingers. Eczema is often 
triggered by environmental factors, 
such as exposure to irritants like 
soaps, detergents, or chemicals, 
as well as allergies to certain foods 
or substances. It can also be 
associated with stress, heat, or 
changes in humidity. The exact 
mechanism of eczema is not fully 
understood.

With actinic keratosis, there is a 
central plaque or nodule that 
eventually ulcerates and becomes 
hemorrhagic. The margin is often 
indistinct and there may be satellite 
papules or pustules. The lesions can 
be itchy and can lead to scarring and 
pigmentation. The disease can also 
affect the skin on the ears, nose, 
and fingers.
Actinic keratosis, also known as 
squamous cell carcinoma, is a type 
of skin cancer that arises from the 
squamous cells in the skin. It typically 
affects people with fair skin, older age, 
and a history of sun exposure. The 
cancer often begins as a small, scaly 
bump or wart-like growth that slowly 
increases in size and becomes rough 
and crusted. The cancer can spread 
to other parts of the body, including 
the lymph nodes, lung, and liver.

SkinGPT-4 (step 1 only)

a

b

What is wrong with my skin?

SkinGPT-4 (step 2 only)

What is wrong with my skin?

SkinGPT-4 (step 2 only)

What is wrong with my skin?

Please tell us more about this skin 
disease, what are the causes?

Please tell us more about this skin 
disease, what are the causes?

Please tell us more about this skin 
disease, what are the causes?

Please tell us more about this skin 
disease, what are the causes?

Please tell us more about this skin 
disease, what are the causes?

Please tell us more about this skin 
disease, what are the causes?

Please tell us more about this skin 
disease, what are the causes?

Please tell us more about this skin 
disease, what are the causes?

This could be a skin disease image 
of epidermal cyst.

This skin disease is caused by the 
overproduction of sebum by the 
sebaceous glands. Sebum is a 
lubricating substance that helps to 
keep the skin and hair moisturized. 
Excess sebum can cause clogged 
pores, which can lead to the formation 
of whiteheads, blackheads, or 
pustules. The bacteria that are present 
on the skin can infect these lesions 
and cause inflammation, redness, 
and pus. This condition can occur on 
various parts of the body, including 
the face, neck, and back. It is 
important to maintain good hygiene 
and avoid excessive use of cosmetics, 
as they can clog the pores and cause 
this condition.

This could be a skin disease image 
of eczema fingertips.

Please tell us more about this skin 
disease, what are the causes?

This image shows eczema, a chronic 
inflammatory skin condition that
 causes red, itchy, and scaly patches 
on the skin. Eczema is caused by a 
combination of genetic and 
environmental factors. It is believed 
that eczema is caused by an 
overactive immune system response 
to certain triggers, such as allergies, 
stress, or environmental irritants. 
This leads to the production of 
inflammatory chemicals that cause 
the symptoms of eczema. In 
addition, eczema can be caused by 
a deficiency in the skin barrier, 
which is the protective layer of skin 
that prevents water and other 
substances from entering the body. 
Eczema is not contagious, but it 
can be managed with moisturizers,
 topical corticosteroids, and 
antihistamines.

Fig. 3. Diagnosis generated by SkinGPT-4, SkinGPT-4 (step 1 only), SkinGPT-4 (step 2 only), MiniGPT-4 and Dermatologists. a. A case of actinic
keratosis. b. A case of eczema fingertips.

medical knowledge specifically tailored to skin diseases.202

This empowers SkinGPT-4 to deliver interactive diag-203

noses, explanations, and recommendations for skin diseases204

(Supplementary Video), which presents a challenge for205

MiniGPT-4. Unlike MiniGPT-4, which lacks training with206

pertinent medical knowledge and domain-specific adapta-207

tion, SkinGPT-4 overcomes this limitation, enhancing its208

proficiency in the dermatological domain. To demonstrate209

the advantage of SkinGPT-4 over MiniGPT-4, we presented210

two real-life examples of interactive diagnosis as shown in 211

Figure 3. In Figure 3a, an image is presented of an elderly 212

with actinic keratosis on her face. In Figure 3b, an image is 213

provided of a patient with eczema fingertips. 214

For the actinic keratosis case (Figure 3a), MiniGPT-4 215

identified features like small and red bumps, and incorrectly 216

diagnosed the skin disease as acne, while SkinGPT-4 iden- 217

tified features like plaque, nodules, pustules, and scarring, 218

and diagnosed the skin disease as actinic keratosis, which is 219
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SkinGPT-4 Dermatologists

Response
Time

(second)

Response
Time

(minute)

1. SkinGPT-4’s diagnosis is correct or relevant.

2. SkinGPT-4’s description is informative.

3. SkinGPT-4’s suggestions are useful.

4. SkinGPT-4 can help doctors with diagnosis.

5. SkinGPT-4 can help patients to understand their disease better.

6. If SkinGPT-4 can be deployed locally, it protects patients’ privacy.

7. Willingness to use SkinGPT-4.

a b

Evaluation of SkinGPT-4 (150 cases) Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree

0% 50% 100%

c

Fig. 4. Clinical evaluation of SkinGPT-4 by certified offline and online dermatologists. a. Questionnaire-based assessment of SkinGPT-4 by offline
dermatologists. b. Response time of SkinGPT-4 compared to consulting dermatologists online. c. Consistency test of SkinGPT-4’s responses. The
x-axis indicates test samples, and the y-axis indicates the diagnostic results.

a common skin condition caused by prolonged exposure to220

the sun’s ultraviolet (UV) rays [69]. During the interactive221

dialogue, SkinGPT-4 also suggested the cause of the skin222

disease to be sun exposure, which was also verified as223

correct by the certified dermatologist. For the example of224

eczema fingertips case (Figure 3b), MiniGPT-4 identified225

some features like cracks and skin flakes, missed the type226

of the skin disease, and diagnosed the cause of the skin227

disease to be dry weather and excessive hand washing. In228

comparison, SkinGPT-4 identified either the features of the229

skin disease as dry itchy and flaky skin, and diagnosed the230

type of the skin disease to be eczema fingertips, which was231

also verified by certified dermatologists.232

In summary, the absence of dermatological knowledge233

and domain-specific adaptation poses a significant chal-234

lenge for MiniGPT-4 in achieving accurate dermatological235

diagnoses. Contrastingly, SkinGPT-4 successfully and ac- 236

curately identified the characteristics of the skin diseases 237

displayed in the images. It not only suggested potential 238

disease types but also provided recommendations for poten- 239

tial treatments. This further highlights that domain-specific 240

adaption is crucial for SkinGPT-4 to work for the dermato- 241

logical diagnosis. 242

2.3 SkinGPT-4 Masters Medical Features to Improve Di- 243

agnosis with the Two-step Training 244

To further illustrate the capability of SkinGPT-4 in enhanc- 245

ing dermatological diagnosis through learning medical fea- 246

tures in skin disease images, we conducted ablation studies, 247

as depicted in Figure 3 by training SkinGPT-4 using either 248

solely the step 1 dataset or solely the step 2 dataset. As 249

specified in Method and illustrated in Figure 2, we designed 250
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a two-step training process for SkinGPT-4. Initially, we251

utilized the step 1 dataset to familiarize SkinGPT-4 with252

the medical features present in dermatological images and253

allow SkinGPT-4 to express medical features in skin disease254

images with natural language. Subsequently, we employed255

the step 2 dataset to train SkinGPT-4 to achieve a more256

precise diagnosis of disease types.257

In the instance of actinic keratosis (Figure 3a), which258

is a hard case, SkinGPT-4 trained solely on the step 1259

dataset demonstrated its proficiency in identifying pertinent260

medical features such as plaque, crust, erythema, and umbil-261

icated. These precise and comprehensive morphological de-262

scriptions accurately captured the characteristics of the skin263

disease depicted in the image. However, when SkinGPT-4264

was exclusively trained on the step 1 dataset, it erroneously265

diagnosed the skin condition as a viral infection, indicating266

the importance of incorporating the step 2 dataset for more267

accurate disease identification. In contrast, when trained268

solely on the step 2 dataset, SkinGPT-4 failed to capture the269

accurate morphological descriptions of the skin diseases and270

instead incorrectly diagnosed it as the result of excessive271

sebum production. It highlights the necessity of incorpo-272

rating the step 1 dataset to effectively recognize and com-273

prehend the specific medical features essential for precise274

dermatological diagnoses. In comparison, SkinGPT-4 with275

our two-step training simultaneously identified the medical276

features, such as plaque, nodules, pustules and scarring, and277

diagnosed the skin disease as actinic keratosis. For simple278

cases such as the eczema fingertips shown in Figure 3b,279

SkinGPT-4 could also provide more detailed descriptions of280

the skin disease image, encompass the medical features and281

accurately identify the type of skin disease. In conclusion,282

the two-step training process we have implemented allows283

SkinGPT-4 to effectively comprehend and master medical284

features in dermatological images, thereby significantly en-285

hancing the accuracy of diagnoses, which is particularly286

crucial for hard cases where precise identification of medical287

features is paramount to accurately determining the type of288

disease.289

2.4 Clinical Evaluation of SkinGPT-4 by Certified Der-290

matologists291

To evaluate the reliability and robustness of SkinGPT-4, we292

conducted a comprehensive study involving a large number293

of real-life cases (150) and compared its diagnoses with294

those of certified dermatologists. The results, presented in295

Table 2 and Supplementary information, demonstrated that296

SkinGPT-4 consistently provided accurate diagnoses that297

were in agreement with those of the certified dermatologists298

as shown in Figure 4, as well as in all cases detailed in the299

Supplementary information.300

Among the 150 cases, a significant percentage of 301

SkinGPT-4’s diagnoses (80.00%) were evaluated as correct 302

or relevant by certified dermatologists. This evaluation en- 303

compassed both strongly agree (74.38%) and agree (5.62%). 304

Additionally, SkinGPT-4’s responses regarding the causes 305

of the disease and potential treatments were considered 306

informative (81.25%) and useful (84.38%) by the doctors. 307

Furthermore, SkinGPT-4 proved to be a valuable tool for 308

doctors in the diagnosis process (86.25%) and for patients 309

in gaining a better understanding of their diseases (82.50%). 310

The capability of SkinGPT-4 to support local deployment, 311

ensuring user privacy, garnered high agreement (91.88%), 312

further enhancing the willingness to utilize SkinGPT-4 313

(76.25%). 314

Overall, the study demonstrated that SkinGPT-4 delivers 315

reliable diagnoses, aids doctors in the diagnostic process, fa- 316

cilitates patient understanding, and prioritizes user privacy, 317

making it a valuable asset in the field of dermatology. 318

2.5 SkinGPT-4 Acts as a 24/7 On-call Family Doctor 319

In comparison to online consultations with dermatologists, 320

which often entail waiting minutes for a response, SkinGPT- 321

4 offers several advantages. Firstly, it is available 24/7, 322

ensuring constant access to medical advice. Additionally, 323

SkinGPT-4 provides faster response times, typically within 324

seconds, as depicted in Figure 4b, which makes it a swift 325

and convenient option for patients requiring immediate 326

diagnoses outside of regular office hours. 327

Moreover, SkinGPT-4’s ability to offer preliminary di- 328

agnoses empowers patients to make informed decisions 329

about seeking in-person medical attention. This feature can 330

help reduce unnecessary visits to the doctor’s office, saving 331

patients both time and money. The potential to improve 332

healthcare access is particularly significant in rural areas or 333

regions experiencing a scarcity of dermatologists. In such 334

areas, patients often face lengthy waiting times or must 335

travel considerable distances to see a dermatologist [70]. By 336

leveraging SkinGPT-4, patients can swiftly and conveniently 337

receive preliminary diagnoses, potentially diminishing the 338

need for in-person visits and alleviating the strain on health- 339

care systems in these underserved regions. 340

2.6 Consistency of SkinGPT-4’s Diagnosis 341

GPT tends to generate results in various formats according 342

to probability and thus the risks and consistency associated 343

with AI-generated content must be carefully considered 344

[71], especially in medical diagnosis. To demonstrate the 345

consistency of the results from SkinGPT-4, we randomly 346

selected 45 samples (5 from each class as depicted in Table 347

2). For each sample, we conducted 10 independent diag- 348

noses. As shown in Figure 4c, the diagnoses made on the 349
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same graph were consistent with a consistency ratio of350

93.73%. For inconsistent cases, features of multiple possible351

skin types could be observed by certified dermatologists,352

such as the benign tumour could be easily confused with353

melanoma skin cancer. Overall, the diagnoses of SkinGPT-4354

are consistent and reliable.355

3 METHODS356

3.1 Dataset357

Our datasets include two public datasets and our private358

in-house dataset, where the first public dataset was used for359

the step 1 training, and the second public dataset and our360

in-house dataset were used for the step 2 training.361

The first public dataset named SKINCON [72] is the362

first medical dataset densely annotated by domain experts363

to provide annotations useful across multiple disease pro-364

cesses. SKINCON is a skin disease dataset densely anno-365

tated by dermatologists and it includes 3230 images from366

the Fitzpatrick 17k skin disease dataset densely annotated367

with 48 clinical concepts as shown in Table 1, 22 of which368

have at least 50 images representing the concept, and 656369

skin disease images from the Diverse Dermatology Images370

dataset. The 48 clinical concepts proposed by SKINCON371

include Vesicle, Papule, Macule, Plaque, Abscess, Pustule,372

Bulla, Patch, Nodule, Ulcer, Crust, Erosion, Excoriation, At-373

rophy, Exudate, Purpura/Petechiae, Fissure, Induration, Xe-374

rosis, Telangiectasia, Scale, Scar, Friable, Sclerosis, Peduncu-375

lated, Exophytic/Fungating, Warty/Papillomatous, Dome-376

shaped, Flat-topped, Brown (Hyperpigmentation), Translu-377

cent, White (Hypopigmentation), Purple, Yellow, Black, Ery-378

thema, Comedo, Lichenification, Blue, Umbilicated, Poik-379

iloderma, Salmon, Wheal, Acuminate, Burrow, Gray, Pig-380

mented, and Cyst.381

The second public dataset named the Dermnet contains382

18,856 images, which are further classified into 15 classes383

by our board-certified dermatologists, including Acne and384

Rosacea, Malignant Lesions (Actinic Keratosis, Basal Cell385

Carcinoma, etc.), Dermatitis (Atopic Dermatitis, Eczema,386

Exanthems, Drug Eruptions, Contact Dermatitis, etc.), Bul-387

lous Disease, Bacterial Infections (Cellulitis, Impetigo, etc.),388

Light Diseases (vitiligo, sun damaged skin, etc.), Connective389

Tissue diseases (Lupus, etc.), Benign Tumors (Seborrheic390

Keratoses, etc.), Melanoma Skin Cancer (Nevi, Moles, etc.),391

Fungal Infections (Nail Fungus, Tinea Ringworm, Candidi-392

asis, etc.), Psoriasis and Lichen Planus, Infestations and393

Bites (Scabies, Lyme Disease, etc.), Urticaria Hives, Vascular394

Tumors, Herpes, and others.395

Our private in-house dataset contains 30,187 pairs of skin396

disease images and corresponding doctors’ descriptions.397

The complete dataset for step 2 training comprises in total398

TABLE 1
Characteristics of Step 1 Dataset. It is possible for a single image to

have multiple medical concepts at the same time. The total number of
samples is 3886.

Clinical Concepts Number of Samples

Erythema 2139
Plaque 1966
Papule 1169

Brown(Hyperpigmentation) 759
Scale 686
Crust 497

White(Hypopigmentation) 257
Yellow 245
Erosion 200
Nodule 189
Ulcer 154

Friable 153
Patch 149

Dome-shaped 146
Exudate 144

Scar 123
Pustule 103

Telangiectasia 100
Black 90

Purple 85
Atrophy 69

Bulla 64
Umbilicated 49

Vesicle 46
Warty/Papillomatous 46

Excoriation 46
Exophytic/Fungating 42

Xerosis 35
Induration 33

Fissure 32
Sclerosis 27

Pedunculated 26
Lichenification 25

Comedo 24
Wheal 21

Flat topped 18
Translucent 16

Macule 13
Salmon 10

Purpura/Petechiae 10
Acuminate 8

Cyst 6
Blue 5

Abscess 5
Poikiloderma 5

Burrow 5
Gray 5

Pigmented 5

of 49,043 pairs of images and textual descriptions as shown 399

in Table 2. 400
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TABLE 2
Characteristics of Step 2 Dataset and Clinical Evaluation Dataset.

Major Classes of Skin Disease
Number of Samples

in Step 2 Dataset
Number of Samples

in Clinical Evaluation Dataset

Acne and Rosacea 840 10
Malignant Lesions (Actinic Keratosis, Basal Cell Carcinoma, etc.) 8166 10

Dermatitis (Atopic Dermatitis, Eczema, Exanthems, Drug Eruptions, Contact Dermatitis, etc.) 5262 10
Bullous Disease 448 10

Bacterial Infections (Cellulitis, Impetigo, etc.) 228 10
Light Diseases (vitiligo, sun damaged skin, etc.) 568 10

Connective Tissue diseases (Lupus, etc.) 420 10
Benign Tumors (Seborrheic Keratoses, etc.) 1916 10

Melanoma Skin Cancer, Nevi, Moles 23373 10
Fungal Infections (Nail Fungus, Tinea Ringworm, Candidiasis, etc.) 2340 10

Psoriasis and Lichen Planus 3460 10
Infestations and Bites (Scabies, Lyme Disease, etc.) 431 10

Urticaria Hives 212 10
Vascular Tumors 735 10

Herpes 405 10
Others 239 /

Total 49043 150

3.2 Details of the Model Structure of SkinGPT-4401

SkinGPT-4 is composed of several components, including402

a frozen image encoder called ViT, a frozen Q-Former, a403

trainable linear alignment layer, and a frozen large language404

model known as Falcon-40B-Instruct.405

When a patient uploads an image, denoted as x ∈406

RH×W×C , it undergoes a reshaping process to form a407

sequence of flattened 2D patches, represented as xp ∈408

RN×(P 2·C). Here, (H,W ) denotes the resolution of the orig-409

inal image, C represents the number of channels, (P, P ) sig-410

nifies the resolution of each image patch, and N = HW/P 2
411

represents the total number of patches. In the case of412

SkinGPT-4, the values of H and W are set to 224, C is 3, and413

P is 14. These patches are then flattened and projected to414

a D-dimensional space using a pre-trained linear projection415

within ViT [73]. Additionally, position embeddings denoted416

as Epos are added to the patch embeddings to preserve417

positional information, following Equation 1. Subsequently,418

a transformer encoder [74] is applied, which consists of419

alternating layers of multiheaded self-attention (MSA) and420

MLP blocks. Layer normalization (LN) is applied before421

each block, and residual connections are employed after422

each block, as illustrated in Equations 2 and 3. The pre-423

trained ViT utilized in SkinGPT-4 possesses the following424

parameters: an embedding dimension of 1408, a depth of425

39, and a number of heads set to 16. These values contribute426

to the effectiveness and efficiency of the image encoding427

process.428

z0 = [xclass;x
1
pE;x2

pE; ...;xN
p E] +Epos

where E ∈ R(P 2·C)×D,Epos ∈ R(N+1)×D
(1)

z′l = MSA(LN(zl−1)) + zl−1, l = 1...L (2)

zl = MLP (LN(z′l)) + z′l, l = 1...L (3)

Each output image representation z, generated by ViT, 429

is aligned with the text representation t that is produced by 430

the text transformer and represents the output embedding 431

of the [CLS] token with the pre-trained Q-Former [62]. 432

Subsequently, the last hidden layer of Q-Former is passed 433

through the linear alignment layer, which has an input size 434

equivalent to the hidden size of Q-Former and an output 435

size matching the hidden size of Falcon-40B-Instruct. 436

A specific prompt format is employed to enable Falcon- 437

40B-Instruct to generate desired text corresponding to the 438

uploaded image. The prompt is structured as follows: “### 439

Instruction: <Img><Image></Img> Could you describe 440

the skin disease in this image for me? ### Response:”. The 441

first section of the prompt “### Instruction: <Img>” and 442

the last section of the prompt “</Img> Could you describe 443

the skin disease in this image for me? ### Response:” are to- 444

kenized and embedded by Falcon-40B-Instruct. The middle 445

section “<Image>” is replaced with the output obtained 446

from the trainable linear alignment layer. All the embed- 447

dings, including the prompt sections, are concatenated and 448

fed into the encoder of Falcon-40B-Instruct to generate the 449

desired text output. 450
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3.3 The two-step Training of SkinGPT-4451

SkinGPT-4 was trained using a vast of skin disease images452

along with clinical concepts and doctors’ notes (Figure 1). In453

the first step, we trained SkinGPT-4 using the step 1 training454

dataset. This dataset consists of paired skin disease images455

along with corresponding descriptions of clinical concepts.456

By training SkinGPT-4 on this dataset, we enabled the model457

to grasp the nuances of clinical concepts specific to skin458

diseases.459

In the second step, we further refined the model by460

fine-tuning it using the step 2 dataset, which comprises461

additional skin images and refined doctors’ notes. This462

iterative training process facilitated the accurate diagnosis of463

various skin diseases, as SkinGPT-4 incorporated the refined464

medical insights from the doctors’ notes.465

By following this two-step fine-tuning approach,466

SkinGPT-4 attained an enhanced understanding of clinical467

concepts related to skin diseases and acquired the profi-468

ciency to generate accurate diagnoses.469

3.4 Hyperparameters and Resources for Model Train-470

ing471

During the training of both steps, the max number of epochs472

was fixed to 20, the iteration of each epoch was set to 5000,473

the warmup step was set to 5000, the learning rate was474

set to 1e-4, and the max text length was set to 160. The475

entire fine-tuning process required approximately 24 hours476

to complete and utilized eight NVIDIA A100 (80GB) GPUs.477

To host the model in a single A100 GPU, we load Falcon-478

40B-Instrut in 8-bit. During inference, only one NVIDIA479

A100 (80GB) GPU was necessary. SkinGPT-4 was developed480

using Python 3.7, PyTorch 1.9.1, and CUDA 11.4. For a481

comprehensive list of dependencies, please refer to our code482

availability documentation.483

3.5 Clinical Evaluation of SkinGPT-4484

To assess the reliability and effectiveness of SkinGPT-4, we485

assembled a dataset comprising 150 real-life cases of various486

skin diseases as shown in Table 2. Interactive diagnosis ses-487

sions were conducted with SkinGPT-4, utilizing four specific488

prompts:489

1. Could you describe the skin disease in this image for490

me?491

2. Please provide a paragraph listing additional features492

you observed in the image.493

3. Based on the previous information, please provide a494

detailed explanation of the cause of this skin disease.495

4. What treatment and medication should be recom-496

mended for this case?497

To conduct the clinical evaluation, certified dermatolo- 498

gists were provided with the same set of four questions 499

and were required to make diagnoses based on the given 500

skin disease images. Meanwhile, the dermatologists also 501

evaluated the reports generated by SkinGPT-4 and assigned 502

scores (strongly agree, agree, neutral, disagree, and strongly 503

disagree) to each item in the evaluation form (Figure 4a), 504

including the following questions: 505

1. SkinGPT-4’s diagnosis is correct or relevant. 506

2. SkinGPT-4’s description is informative. 507

3. SkinGPT-4’s suggestions are useful. 508

4. SkinGPT-4 can help doctors with diagnosis. 509

5. SkinGPT-4 can help patients to understand their dis- 510

ease better. 511

6. If SkinGPT-4 can be deployed locally, it protects pa- 512

tients’ privacy. 513

7. Willingness to use SkinGPT-4. 514

In particular, for questions 3 and 5, we further collected 515

the opinions of users of SkinGPT-4, who usually do not have 516

strong background knowledge in dermatology, to show that 517

SkinGPT-4 is friendly to the general users. Those results 518

allowed for a comprehensive evaluation of SkinGPT-4’s per- 519

formance in relation to certified dermatologists and patients. 520

4 CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 521

Our study showcases the promising potential of utilizing 522

visual inputs in LLMs to enhance dermatological diagnosis. 523

With the upcoming release of more advanced LLMs like 524

GPT-4, the accuracy and quality of diagnoses could be fur- 525

ther improved. However, it is essential to address potential 526

privacy concerns associated with using LLMs like ChatGPT 527

and GPT-4 as an API, as it requires users to upload their 528

private data. In contrast, SkinGPT-4 offers a solution to 529

this privacy issue. By allowing users to deploy the model 530

locally, the concerns regarding data privacy are effectively 531

resolved. Users have the autonomy to use SkinGPT-4 within 532

the confines of their own system, ensuring the security and 533

confidentiality of their personal information. 534

During the course of a patient’s consultation with a 535

dermatologist, the doctor often asks additional questions to 536

gather crucial information that aids in arriving at a precise 537

diagnosis. In contrast, SkinGPT-4 relies on the information 538

provided by users to assist in the diagnostic process. Ad- 539

ditionally, doctors often engage in empathetic interactions 540

with patients, as the emotional connection could contribute 541

to the diagnostic process. Due to these factors, it remains 542

challenging for SkinGPT-4 to fully replace dermatologists at 543

present. However, SkinGPT-4 still holds significant value as 544

a tool for both patients and dermatologists. It can greatly 545

expedite the diagnostic process and enhance the overall 546
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service delivery. By leveraging its capabilities, SkinGPT-4547

empowers patients to obtain preliminary insights into their548

skin conditions and aids dermatologists in providing more549

efficient care. While it may not fully substitute for the ex-550

pertise and empathetic nature of dermatologists, SkinGPT-4551

serves as a valuable complementary resource in the field of552

dermatological diagnosis.553

As LLMs-based applications like SkinGPT-4 continue554

to evolve and improve with the acquisition of even more555

reliable medical training data, the potential for signifi-556

cant advancements in online medical services is enormous.557

SkinGPT-4 could play a critical role in improving access to558

healthcare and enhancing the quality of medical services for559

patients worldwide. We will continue our research in this560

field to further develop and refine this technology.561
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